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Exclusive to the Motor Trade, Simulcast has 
been designed to give Manheim customers 
online access to auctions as they happen.

Simulcast broadcasts the auction over the 
internet with real time video and audio 
allowing customers to see and hear the 
auction as it happens. Simulcast also provides 
all the vehicle detail and bid information 
needed to bid with confidence and compete 
directly with buyers physically in the hall.

Hitting the bid button puts online buyers 
directly in the auction and Simulcast is 
represented in the auction halls by large 
screens showing bids as they happen, 
ensuring complete real time integration with 
the sale.

What is Simulcast?



To access Simulcast:

1. Visit www.manheim.co.uk

2. Login using your username and password

3. Navigate to the Catalogues section of the website

4. Filter the auction centre where the sale is taking place

5. Search for the auction you would like to enter

6. Then select the ‘Enter Sale’. This will Launch Simulcast 
and connect you to the auction

All registered trade customers can access 
Simulcast via the Manheim Auction Services 
website from a computer or mobile device.

How to access 
Simulcast



Buyer Features

1.  Logo 
Displays the Manheim Auction Services logo.

2.	 	 Sale	information 
This bar shows you the Auction Centre, sale details and which Auctioneer is present for the sale. Making it easy to identify 
which auction you are bidding in.

3.  All lots tab 
The All-lots tab shows you the full listing for the auction, allowing you to check information on the vehicles of interest 
within Simulcast, so you don’t have to keep returning to the Manheim website.

4.  Lot detail 
Lot detail shows the lot number, registration, make, model, derivative and transmission of the vehicle

5. Lights 

 a. V5: When lit it will be red and say “no V5” when V5 is present, it will show greyed out – NO V5
 b.  SureCheck: Banding will show the appropriate banding (LCV, bronze, silver or gold) and be greyed out where not 

applicable
 c.  Checkpoint: This will show green when applied and passed, amber with warnings and greyed out where not applied
 d.  There is also a tool tip over each one of these lights explaining what they mean

How to use Simulcast 
- Desktop
After you have launched Simulcast for the sale you want to participate in,  
you will be shown the following screen.
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6.  Winning lots tab 
The Winning Lots tab, gives you a quick summary of the vehicles you have successfully bought in the current 
auction.

7.  Proxy bid tab 
The Proxy Bids tab gives you an overview of all of the Proxy Bids you have in place for the current Auction, allowing 
you to keep track of your bidding.

8.  Close button 
Clicking this button closes the auction, exiting you from participation in that Auction. 

9.	 	 Connection 
This icon will appear Blue if you are connected to Simulcast. If you lose connection at any point, the icon will 
appear Red. To reconnect, simply press the icon and you will be reconnected to Simulcast.

10.  Video window 
The Live video and audio feed shows you the action in the hall as the vehicle is offered, allowing you to hear the 
auctioneer and see the interest in the vehicle. In addition, you can toggle between the video and images using the 
icons with the option to mute audio.

11.  Bidding 
Probably the most important button in Simulcast! The Click to Bid button allows you to bid on the vehicle, 
competing with all of the other buyers in the hall and online. The button also shows you the amount you are going 
to bid. Selecting the ‘I’m out’ button tells the auctioneer that you are no longer interested in the current vehicle 
being offered. While the current bid information shows you what the vehicles current offer is. 
Look out for the on-sale button, when this is lit, it indicates that the vehicle is on sale and the highest bidder will 
own the vehicle, no provisional.

12.  Bidding history 
The bid history section shows your bidder number and the entire bidding as it happens for the vehicle being 
offered. You can see Hall bids as well as other bids online.

13.  Images 
This section shows you all the additional images taken of the vehicle. You can see the caption of the photo above 
the image and once selected, this can appear in an image gallery view. 

14.  Upcoming vehicles 
The upcoming vehicles section shows you the next ten lots which are going through the Auction, this lets you see 
which vehicles are coming up and view their condition reports in advance. 

15.  Instant messages 
Instant message allows you to send messages directly to the auctioneer, you will get 100 characters to ask the 
auctioneer any questions you may have about the vehicle in real time. The auctioneer can pick these messages up 
and if necessary, respond verbally or respond to the query online where the message will be highlighted to show 
that you have a response.

16.		 Inspection report 
Selecting the inspection report tab will give you a detailed appraisal report to the condition of the vehicle which is 
being offered. All the detail you need about the vehicles condition will be in this appraisal document allowing you 
to bid in confidence.

17.		 Valuations  
Shows the CAP retail, clean & average and Glass Trade pricing.

How to use Simulcast 
- Desktop



18.  Announcements and remarks & watchlist 

  a.  Watchlists: A watchlist icon will show where the vehicle is on users watch list from website.
  b.  Announcements Messaging: The Announcements form of messaging allows block clerk users to create messages 

which then displays on the customer facing platforms. 
  c.  Remarks Messaging: This messaging tool is used by the block clerks to communicate messages about individual 

vehicles to all users viewing the auction.

19.  Vehicle details 
The Current Lot tab shows all the information about the vehicle being offered in a new expandable or collapsible 
section. The tab contains:

 a.  Vehicle Details: You can see all the details for the vehicle including model, mileage, VIN number & VAT status.
 b.  Specification: Shows the accessories of the vehicle.
 c.  Condition	and	Service	Overview: Grade, SureCheck, Checkpoint, MOT, Date of last service, Odometer at last service, 

number of services
 d.  Detailed Service History: Shows you a breakdown on the services on the vehicle and where it’s been serviced.

20.  Switch 
Selecting this button swaps the Auction with the Auction showing in the main screen, allowing you to see more of that 
auction taking place.

21.  Secondary sales panel 
By using the secondary sale tab, this allows you to access unlimited sales at a time. 

22.  Bid history 
The bid history section shows your bidder number and the entire bidding as it happens for the vehicle being offered. You 
can see Hall bids as well as other bids online.

23.  Secondary sale data 
View all relevant information relating to the below areas: 
a. Location, lane time 
b. Lot number and vehicle summary 
c. Lights 
d. Watchlist icon 
e. Video window 
f. Bidding  
g. Inspection report

24.  Vendor Online 
This indicates that there is a vendor present online for the auction for quick decisions on provisional bids.

How to use Simulcast 
- Desktop
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Buyer Features
1.  Logo 

Displays the Manheim Auction Services logo.

2.	 	 Sale	information 
This bar shows you the Auction Centre and sale details. Making it easy to identify which auction you are bidding in.

3.  Lot detail 
This shows lot number, registration, make, model, derivative and transmission.

4.  Lights 

  a. V5: When lit it will be red and say “no V5” when v5 is present it will show greyed out – NO V5
  b.  SureCheck: Banding will show the appropriate banding (LCV, bronze, silver and gold) and be greyed out where 

not applicable
  c.  Checkpoint: This will show green when applied and passed, amber with warnings and greyed out where not 

applied

5.  Video window 
The Live video and audio feed shows you the action in the hall as the vehicle is offered, allowing you to hear the 
auctioneer and see the interest in the vehicle. In addition, you can toggle between the video and images using the 
icons with the option to mute audio.

6.  Bidding 
Probably the most important button in Simulcast! The Click to Bid button allows you to bid on the vehicle, 
competing with all of the other buyers in the hall and online. The button also shows you the amount you are going 
to bid. Selecting the ‘I’m out’ button tells the auctioneer that you are no longer interested in the current vehicle 
being offered. While the current bid information shows you what the vehicles current offer is.

  Look	out	for	the	on-sale	button,	when	this	is	lit,	it	indicates	that	the	vehicle	is	on	sale	and	the	highest	bidder	
will	own	the	vehicle,	no	provisional.

7.  Bidding history 
The bid history section shows your bidder number and the entire bidding as it happens for the vehicle being 
offered. You can see Hall bids as well as other bids online.

8.	 	 Valuations 
Shows the CAP retail, clean & average and Glass Trade pricing.

9.  Announcements and remarks & watchlist

 a.  Watchlists: A watchlist icon will show where the vehicle is on users watch list from website.
 b.   Announcements Messaging: The Announcements form of messaging allows block clerk users to create 

messages which then displays on the customer facing platforms. 
 c.   Remarks Messaging: This messaging tool is used by the block clerks to communicate messages about individual  

vehicles to all users viewing the auction.

How to use Simulcast 
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10.  Vehicle details 
The Current Lot tab shows all the information about the vehicle being offered in a new expandable or collapsible 
section. The tab contains:

  a.  Vehicle Details: You can see all the details for the vehicle including model, mileage, VIN number & VAT status.

  b.		Specification: Shows the accessories of the vehicle.

  c.	 	Condition	and	Service	Overview:	Grade, SureCheck, Checkpoint, MOT, Date of last service, Odometer at last 
service, number of services

  d.  Detailed Service History: Shows you a breakdown on the services on the vehicle and where it’s been serviced. 

11.  Sales panel 
Opens up over current view details of how to use are found on Sale Selection Panel.

12.		 Inspection	report 
Selecting the inspection report tab will give you a detailed appraisal report to the condition of the vehicle which is 
being offered. All the detail you need about the vehicles condition will be in this appraisal document allowing you 
to bid in confidence. 
Please note: Android devices will require a PDF reader installing to view the inspection reports.

13.		 Vendor	Information 
Logo and Vendor name will display if one is held for the vehicle being offered.

14.  Switch Sale 
The sale with the toggle green is the current selected sale, by toggling another sale to green will take the user into 
that sale and take them out of the pre-selected sale.

15.		 Close	Sale	Selection	Panel 
Click the “X button” will close the sale selection panel.

16.		 Logout	button 
Clicking this button closes the auction, exiting you from participation in that Auction.

How to use Simulcast 
- Mobile



We’re keen to help make sure you get the most from each of our online buying channels. So to 
quickly get you up to speed, we’ve put together a number of Top Tips for using Simulcast.

These tips should give you an insight into how this convenient way-to-buy works, plus give you 
the confidence to begin bidding and buying online in next to no time at all.

1.  Take a detailed look at the vehicles online before the auction begins – you’ll find a  selection 
of digital images, detailed condition reports and full information for each vehicle

2.  Create a watch list of the vehicles you’re interested in – you can then track these as they go 
through the live auction

3.  Once you’re logged in, watch and listen live online as if you were physically at the auction

4.  Remember, you can ask the auctioneer questions at any time using Instant Messenger

5.  Bid with a click – your online bid registers as soon as you click, just as it would if you raised 
your hand in the auction hall

6.  Act like you were in the hall – you’re competing against other bidders, both online and in the 
hall. So be quick with your bids, don’t leave them until the last minute or you may miss out

Useful hints and tips 
whilst using Simulcast



Can anyone access Simulcast?
No, Simulcast is exclusively for buyers in the 
motor trade, helping them save time and 
money while sourcing their used vehicle stock 
from auction.

Where can I find out more detail about 
the new Simulcast platform?
To limit any unfamiliarity when the new 
interface goes live, we’ve produced a virtual 
environment that allows you to explore 
what’s new and how it works in advance of 
any live sale. Find out more here

How do I get a username and 
password?
If you are already registered on the Manheim 
Auction Services website, you can use these 
details to login to the website. If you do not 
already have a username and password, then 
you can register on the Manheim Auction 
Services website here: 
https://www.manheim.co.uk/account/register

Can I access the new Simulcast via the 
existing Manheim app?
Due to the recent development of Simulcast, 
this now allows all users to simply access any 
sale from the Manheim website no matter 
what device you are using. Due the simplistic 
accessibility, the old Simulcast app will no 
longer work. To find out more on how to 
access Simulcast, please visit: 
www.manheim.co.uk/simulcast 

Will I need to install any software on  
my PC or disable pop ups to use the 
New Simulcast?
No, the New Simulcast has been designed and 
created with the latest technology to negate 
the need for any other software, all you need 
is the latest version of your web browser.

 

If I encounter a problem, who do I 
contact?
Accessing Simulcast is straight forward and 
with our intuitive design, guiding yourself 
around the platform should be quite simple. 
However, on the occasion where you may 
need assistance, our dedicated buyer Services 
team are on hand to help you every step of 
the way. 

You can either call the team on 0333 136 1750 
or email buyer.services@manheim.co.uk. 
Alternatively, contact your Account Manager 
who will be able to assist.

FAQs

https://my.manheim.co.uk/interactive-simulcast#


Does Simulcast work on all devices?

Desktops and Laptops

Simulcast supports these following browsers. Make sure that your browsers are up to date. Other 
browsers or older versions of supported browsers aren’t guaranteed to support all features.

Tablets and Mobiles

For Apple Devices we can only support devices operating on IOS 12 or higher, for Android devices 
we recommend that you use the latest version of Google Chrome. Any devices using an older 
version unfortunately cannot be guaranteed to have all features supported.

FAQs

Simulcast Website

Microsoft Internet Explorer Not Supported

Microsoft Edge (Non Chromium) Not Supported

Microsoft Edge Chromium Supports latest stable browser version

Google Chrome Supports latest stable browser version

Mozilla Firefox Supports latest stable browser version

Apple Safari Supports latest stable browser version

IOS Devices Android Devices

Apple Safari Supported Not Supported

Google Chrome Not Supported Supported

Other Browsers Not Supported Not Supported
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